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The Laura Bulian Gallery is pleased to an-
nounce Red Mantra, the second solo exhibition by
Vyacheslav Akhunov (1948) to be held in this gallery.
One of Central Asia’s most charismatic and appreci-
ated artists, Akhunov returns to Milan with a wide-
ranging exhibition, devoted entirely to his cycle of
calligraphic and repetitive mantras (dated from 1975
onwards). This exhibition stands as another funda-
mental chapter in his study of the relationship between
discourse, truth and power.  

Recognised today as “a classic artist of the
Soviet underground”, Akhunov came to international
attention only in recent decades, when these areas of the
world, considered at one time extremely remote, ac-
quired a new geopolitical and cultural centrality, but
more particularly when this specific artistic current
emerged from its underground status behind the Iron
Curtain and became a visible and rightful part of the
global contemporary art scene. Nonetheless, even in this
post-Soviet period Akhunov continues his criticisms
of the new regime, thus becoming a target of national
security services and censorship, to the point that his
permission to leave Uzbekistan was revoked for years. 
Only now has this opportunity been afforded him.  

The archaeological (and archival) drive that
underlies Akhunov’s entire work since the 1970s is not
only perfectly in tune with contemporary Western con-
ceptual art, it is also a direct heir of the archaeological
expeditions carried out under the USSR by the Kyrgyz
Academy of Sciences, an organisation to which the
artist’s father belonged. Indeed, the technique of accu-
mulating photos and newspaper items, collecting Soviet
propaganda imagery, the alphabets and endless series
of notebooks are among Akhunov’s preferred artistic
tools. It is a practice that makes the word and writing
its object and likewise the principles of ordering and
classification that are a component of any discourse. 

The relationship between image and word,
the conversion of language from the phonetic to the
symbolic dimension, the enormous Cyrillic letters that

emerge from the desert landscape or fill the emptiness
of halls with disciplinary slogans, writing exhibited as
an ornamental fabric, the monumental versions of
acronyms such as USSR or KGB, are all examples of
the same drive to unmask ideology by putting it
against reality. In this gap stands the difference from
Western conceptual art. His is not so much a specu-
lation about language or significance, as a continuous
struggle with the sense and the power with which
meaning is imposed. This is why Akhunov’s work
comes across as ironic and dramatic at the same time.   

A further artistic technique that the entire
Milanese exhibition explores is that of the mantra. The
ultimate objective of the Sufi tradition, which is akin
to Akhunov’s oriental culture, is to inscribe the divin-
ity’s name in one’s thought. Hence, rewriting that
name infinitely and its continuous verbal enunciation
are a means of guaranteeing access to the sacred: es-
sentially, to repeat is to remember. On this occasion
Akhunov presents a sort of museum of the communist
era, in which images of iconic works of socialist real-
ism (paintings and sculptures) are covered with red
signs endlessly repeating the same slogans.  

Famous works such as “Lenin at the Trib-
une” by Alexandr Gerasimov (1930) or “Lenin
Speaking to the workers of the Putilov factory” by
Isaak Brodsky (1917), or the sculpture “Worker and
Kolkhoz Woman” by Vera Mukhina (1937), are cov-
ered in a dense web of cursive writing stating: “All
roads lead to communism” or “The victory of com-
munism is inevitable”. In reducing writing to a chro-
matic mass with neither beginning nor end, or
likewise translating a political mission into a mystical
ritual, it remains to be understood whether Akhunov
intends to show a loss of meaning in those images
or, on the contrary, to restore power and meaning to
a possible ideal that was never achieved.  
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